DEDICATED
CONSULTANT

BEYOND COMPLIANCE

Your Plug & Play Regulatory Solution

RNI DEDICATED CONSULTANT
YOUR DEDICATED REGULATORY AND SCIENTIFIC SUPPORT
So often your regulatory and development team may have a project that requires an additional
resource for a few weeks or months. However, it is a hassle to go through a recruiting agency,
verifying competence and expertise, and onboarding time of the new resource.
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RNI HAS THE SOLUTION
RNI proposes the DEDICATED CONSULTANT: a dedicated regulatory and scientific support,
providing you access to the entire local and international RNI resources, for a fixed period of time.
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START the mission. Your Dedicated
Consultant is dedicated to you, 1, 2, or 3
days per week, for a period of 3, 6 or 12
months.

Unlike consultants recruited through standard recruitment firms, the RNI Dedicated Consultant is
part of an established regulatory firm with global expertise on many regulatory statuses, ready to
help your company's initiatives from the get-go.
Contact us today to learn more about all our services.
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